
When it comes to disability insurance, your hospital has specific and varied coverage needs 
for executives, physicians and all other clinical and non-clinical staff. By separating 
the coverage, service and claims for physicians and executives from that of your other 
employees, you may be able to: 

  Create cost savings for your group and your employees.

  Improve your hospital’s overall experience and bottom line.

SEPARATE DISABILITY POLICIES CAN HELP 
YOUR HOSPITAL ACHIEVE BETTER OUTCOMES.

GROUP BENEFITS
THE HARTFORD’S PROTECTPROSM FOR MEDICAL GROUPS
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COMPARE ADVANTAGES OF SINGLE VS. MULTIPLE POLICY OPTIONS

          SINGLE POLICY OPTION –  
          For All Hospital Employees

          MULTIPLE POLICY OPTION –  
           For Employed Physicians and  

Key Executives of Hospitals

MIXED RISKS
•  Executives and physicians historically have:

    › Higher reserves 

    › Lower incidence of claims

    ›   Greater need for specialized coverage 
and increased benefits

     But when a claim occurs, the loss ratio 
increases for the whole group.

•  Hospital staff employees historically have:

    ›  Lower reserves 

    ›  Higher incidence of claims

    ›  A more predictable risk profile

•   Plan designs and policy provisions tend to:

    ›  Be more generic 

    ›   May not provide the coverage expected 
for the different risks

DIVIDED RISKS
•   Divides risk into two distinct groups  

using separate policies: 
    1.  Executives and physicians 
    2.  All other employees

     Incurred claims will be allocated to the 
appropriate policy without impact to 
the second policy.

•   Plans and policy provisions designed  
specifically to help:

    ›  Attract and retain key talent

    ›   Address complex earnings formulas  
and unique job requirements

•   Allocates cost more accurately based 
on employee type

THE HARTFORD'S  
PROTECTPROSM

Since 1992, we have 

specialized in providing 

income protection to the 

employees of medical 

groups. We combine 

experienced underwriting, 

customer service and 

claims teams – dedicated 

exclusively to medical 

groups of all sizes –  

to deliver customized 

service and support for  

you and your employees.



Business Insurance
Employee Benefits
Auto
Home

WANT MORE INFORMATION? JUST ASK US. 
Visit TheHartford.com/protectpro
Email us at medicalgroupbenefits@thehartford.com

The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc., (NYSE: HIG) operates through its subsidiaries, including underwriting company Hartford Life and Accident Insurance Company, under the brand name, 
The Hartford®, and is headquartered at One Hartford Plaza, Hartford, CT 06155. For additional details, please read The Hartford’s legal notice at www.TheHartford.com. All benefits are subject to the terms 
and conditions of the policy. Policies underwritten by the underwriting company listed above detail exclusions, limitations, reduction of benefits and terms under which the policies may be continued in force 
or discontinued. © 2023 The Hartford
THE DISABILITY POLICY PROVIDES LIMITED BENEFITS. This limited benefit plan (1) does not constitute major medical coverage, and (2) does not satisfy the individual mandate of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
because the coverage does not meet the requirements of minimum essential coverage. In New York: This Disability policy provides disability income insurance only. It does NOT provide basic hospital, basic 
medical or major medical insurance as defined by the New York State Department of Financial Services. 
Disability Form Series includes GBD-1000, GBD-1200, or state equivalent.
1 The Hartford's internal data, 2022.
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OFFER EVEN MORE THROUGH LONG-TERM DISABILITY  
Can you offer even more to your physicians and executives? Yes. Here are some advantages they’ll appreciate.

BENEFIT ADVANTAGE

Comprehensive Definition of Disability

Encourages continued work while satisfying the 
Elimination Period and receiving benefits.

We consider you disabled if you’re unable to perform at least  
one essential duty.

No earnings loss required during the Elimination Period

20% earnings loss required after the Elimination Period, based on  

earnings received while disabled

Your ability to work your normal work week is considered an essential duty.

Physician Subspecialty Protection

Allows payment of claim based on your  
individual limitations. 

Provides protection based on your actual duties at your employer in your specific 
practice of medicine. 

No board certification requirement

No minimum income requirement

Not based on how the specialty is practiced in the national economy

Non-physician Provider Specialty Protection

Protection based on how that individual  
delivers care.

Optional specialized protection for your non-physician providers based on how  
they practice at your group, not based on how that specialty is practiced in the 
national economy.

Financial Incentives for Partial Return to Work

For the 30% of claimants who return to work1 while 
disabled, these calculations will increase the claimant’s 
overall benefit and earnings level initially and over time.

•   If your return-to-work earnings are less than 20% of your indexed  

pre-disability earnings, your earnings do not reduce benefits. 

•   If your return-to-work earnings are between 20% and 80% of your  

indexed pre-disability earnings: 

    During the first 12 months of returning to work on a partial basis, any earnings you 
receive will not reduce your benefit unless the total exceeds 100% of your indexed 
pre-disability earnings 

    After the above period, benefits are provided under the greater of the proportionate 
loss formula (with flat 5% indexing) or 50% offset formula  

Return-to-Work Earnings

Two ways we increase benefits by reducing return-to-
work earnings.

•  Includes only earnings from work performed while you're disabled.   
•  Does not include earnings you're able to earn or have the capacity to earn.  

Minimal Contract Limitations

No hidden “gotcha” provisions that would limit  
or deny benefits.

Provisions that would limit or deny benefits are not included:   

    No limitations for self-reported or musculoskeletal conditions

    No mandatory rehabilitation

    No mandatory return to work, either full-time or part-time

    No restrictions on living outside of the U.S. or Canada

    No “40 hour” work week restriction

    No “reasonable accommodation” termination provision

    No “maximum capacity” during the Own Occupation Benefit Period 

    No Restrictive Proof of Loss Requirement that would reduce or deny benefits
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